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We’re in an accelerating climate 
crisis



Climate goals require drastic reduction of 
carbon emissions in short time 



If Canada is to do its fair share, emissions 
should fall even more quickly



Growing population, distances driven and shift to SUVs 
& pickups make for a transportation emissions problem

Source: Metro Vancouver Climate 2050: Strategic Framework 



Sprawl vs. climate: People drive further 
in Metro’s low density regions

Source: 2012 Metro Vancouver Regional Trip Diary Survey, TransLink, http://www.metrovancouver.org/metro2040/sustainable- transportation/vehicle-movement/vehicle-km-travelled/Pages/explore-vkt-per-capita-data.aspx) 



Car trips in and out 
of Metro Vancouver 
represent a growing 
congestion and 
emissions 
challenge



Buses are overcrowded, cars typically 
faster for trips between urban centers



Across Canada, youth are 
demanding real climate action



Canada has a (large, heavy, inefficient) 
personal vehicle problem

Source: Sven D, Unsplash

Screenshot from “Connect with What Matters” ad for F150
Ford youtube channel



Canada has a (large, heavy, inefficient) 
personal vehicle problem

Source: Sven D, Unsplash

Screenshot from “Connect with What Matters” ad from 
Ford https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fVKJATN6XHk



Source: Sven D, Unsplash

Screenshot from “Connect with What Matters” ad for F150
Ford youtube channel

Source: EPA as 
modified by Barry 
Saxifrage, 
National Observer

The purchase of an SUV or truck can lock-
in over 100 tonnes of GHG emissions





Policies were 
evaluated 
against their 
potential to 
mitigate GHGs 

Minor
Moderate
Major



Adding together 
GHG reductions + 
secondary 
benefits

Complementary
Important
Priority

Secondary benefits

• Cost-effectiveness
• Innovation
• Health
• Social: happiness and wellbeing
• Improves equity
• Political acceptability
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There are three main approaches for 
reducing transport emissions

Reduced emissions



The ZEV mandate is a priority policy, can 
deliver moderate to major mitigation

PHOTO David Dodge, Green Energy Futures



A strong low-carbon fuel standard could deliver 
12-20% GHG mitigation

• Especially important for freight

• To deliver 12-20% mitigation, 
required reduction in carbon 
intensity:

• 15-20% by 2030

• 80% by 2050 

Source: Michael Wolinetz and others, Biofuels in Canada 2019: Tracking biofuel consumption, feedstocks
and avoided greenhouse gas emissions. Navius Research, 2019





Strengthening vehicle efficiency standards 
could substantially reduce emissions

PHOTO Rudy and Peter Skitterians, Pixabay

Priority policy, can play 
major role in meeting 2030 
and 2050 targets



To reduce kilometers (VKT) travelled a 
combination of policies is required

Source: Rodier's (2009) review of studies that model the effect of policies on VMT reduction. 



Road pricing is an important 
mitigation policy, playing a minor 
role in 2030 and 2050 targets

PHOTO Jason Tester, Flickr CC BY-ND 2.0 



Recommendations for municipal governments: urban 
form, road pricing, transit, AT



CO2 plus livability

PHOTO Jurriaan Snikkers, Unsplash







We need to bring people along

PHOTO Jes, Flickr CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 


